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PRESENTATIONS | WORKSHOP
Presentations | Workshops
While the online space and digital technologies provide effective tools for business, these also present
complexities and challenges. Security breaches are often the result of human error, and, the
boundaries between professional and personal can be blurred and misunderstood.

Generation Online provides presentations and workshops designed for organisations, focussing on professional
and personal online safety. Sessions include:

Key online issues (scams, phishing; online conflict; privacy and sharing; etc) and what we can do to help
mitigate or manage these;
The Harmful Digital Communications Act, and the Privacy Act and what is important to know;
Digital tools that help to keep us safe online;
Digital 'house keeping' and effective and safe systems;
Resources

PRESENTATIONS | WH Ā NAU WORKSHOPS
Presentations | Whānau Workshops
Wh

ānau and carers can often feel overwhelmed and out of touch with what's happening online for their

children. Generation Online is committed to supporting these groups, many of whom are your employees.
Their role is

the most significant factor in helping young people develop the skills, knowledge, attitudes

and values needed to thrive online.

Right now, these groups are doing an awesome job working for your organisation. As a broader wellbeing
and PLD initiative, Generation Online can provide an opportunity for them to learn more about their
integral role as they raise our next generation in a digital world.

Generation Online shares key messages for wh

ānau and carers covering:

Online safety and approaches families can take to create safe online environments;
Wellbeing, and the opportunities/impact of what young people do online;
Resources available, legislation, and agencies that can help.

Anjela Webster (M.Ed hons) is an experienced Education Advisor and founder of Generation Online. She
consults to, and works alongside organisations, schools and Kura, ECE, Wh

ānau, and young people.

For more information about GENERATION ONLINE visit www.generationonline.nz
You can also email -

anjela@generationonline.nz

"I just wanted to say a huge thanks for your
impressive presentation this afternoon. It was
extremely well received and I had a number of staff
approach me after you’d gone with ideas about our
collective responsibility. You definitely challenged people’s
thinking in a great way - today was brilliant motivation for us
all."

"It was an amazing presentation
- very informative and direct. I
know that those who attended
got a lot out of it."
"Anjela has recently led professional learning
with our staff. She is an engaging speaker with a
wealth of experience and knowledge in the area of
social media, and online safety."
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